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•

Microsoft Touts New Features in Windows 10 for IoT
Redmond Channel Partner
Microsoft this week turned the spotlight on the "Fall Creators Update" edition of Windows 10 Internet of Things(IoT),
previously known as Windows ...
Microsoft Highlights Fall Windows 10 Internet of Things Perks - Redmondmag.com
Windows 10 IoT debuts new features in Fall Creators Update - Neowin
Microsoft Announces the Windows 10 IoT Fall Creators Update - Thurrott.com (blog)
Full Coverage

•

Oracle's digital twin simplifies design process for complex IoT systems
Network World
A wind tunnel for testing IoT devices may never materialize. But IoT designers can come close with some advanced
planning and simulation with tools ...

•

IoT Company Discloses Upcoming Gemini Lake SKUs: Two Pentiums, Four Celerons
AnandTech
A maker of embedded systems has published details regarding pricing of Windows 10 IoT Enterprise licenses in Q4
2017 and has also disclosed the ...

•

Why We're Still Just Getting Started On The IoT Journey
Forbes
I've been working on IoT projects since before the "internet of things" became a catchphrase. From the beginning,
as we were connecting equipment ...

•

Future-proofing your career with IoT
Network World
While this still seems to be excellent advice, it appears that a specific focus on IoT should be added to the list. Earlier
this year, Gartner predicted that ...

•

Zebra: European firms lack solid plans to achieve IoT goals
The Internet of Business (blog)
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Spending on IoT set to rise in Europe, but do companies have the right strategies in place to achieve their goals?
Research published this week has ...

•

Analyzing the Healthcare IoT: How Safe are We?
CIOReview
Gone are the days where the Internet of Things (IoT) used to be in the nascent phase. Today, the healthcare
industry has seen 11 percent of the rise in ...
IoT Security: Does Such a Thing Exist? - Security Boulevard
Survey Finds Businesses, Consumers Keen On Security Regulations for IoT - Mobile ID World
Full Coverage

•

The Week in Review: IoT
SemiEngineering
The agricultural Internet of Things startup will use the money to expand its operations around the world. Farmobile
provides agronomic and machine ...

•

Building Low Cost IoT sensor networks
CIOReview
The growing IoT ecosystem in the modern day has facilitated in connecting smart devices with the IoTtechnologies
like sensors, cloud and wearables.

•

WISeKey Increases Full-Year 2017 Pro-Forma Revenue Guidance to $56 Million, Approximately ...
GlobeNewswire (press release)
Zug, Switzerland - November 3, 2017 - WISeKey International Holding Ltd ("WISeKey") (SIX: WIHN), a Cybersecurity
and IoT company, today ...
WEB

•

Fully integrated IoT platform, made for Machine Learning by Bolt IoT
Kickstarter
Bolt IoT is raising funds for Fully integrated IoT platform, made for Machine Learning on Kickstarter! Run ML
algorithms on sensor data with a click.

•

What is eUICC and what does it mean for you?
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IoT Now
For MNOs, eUICC represents an easy point of entry into the next wave of new, high net average revenue per user
(ARPU) Internet of Things (IoT) ...

•

The holistic approach to securing IoT Ecosystems
Subex
With the convergence of the physical and digital world, IoT ecosystem is becoming more pervasive and smart. With
its “connected” nature, the concept ...

•

IoT Engineer
Energy Jobline
IoT Engineer Location: Sugar Land - United States Schlumberger has an opening in Sugar Land, Texas for
a IoTEngineer . The IoT Software ...

•

Product Manager IoT
JobStreet.com
Apply as Product Manager IoT (6127978) at Michael Page International Pte Ltd. Find more IT/Computer - Software,
IT/Computer - Hardware-related ...

•

IoT Security: Does Such a Thing Exist?
Tripwire
Arend Kooderings Clemens firmly believes that security should be a fundamental part throughout the development of
an IoT solution.

•

IoT System Verification Intern
GettingHired.com
Description. IoT System Verification Intern - FALL Schneider Electric is seeking an intern to work with ourSystem
Verification team within the R&D ...

•

IoT weekly round-up: Thursday 2nd November 2017
IBM
The profound meets the profane in this week's IoT round-up, where the news is, frankly, a tad eclectic. First, we saw
a humanoid robot granted ...
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New Research: IoT Platforms, Devices and Identity Management
Gartner Blog Network
Gartner just published my latest research note. It focuses on the intersection of the IoT platform and identity
management—for both devices and users.

1 day ago
NEWS

•

Why There's No Killer App for IoT
IoT For All (blog)
I often talk to companies who want to get into IoT by offering predictive maintenance solutions. They are interested
not because they've spotted a ...

•

Yes there's Windows 10 Fall Creators Update for IoT, too, here's what's new
OnMSFT (blog)
Most media attention was focused on Microsoft shipping out the Windows 10 Fall Creators Update to consumers, but
there is also an IoT version as ...
What's new in Microsoft's Windows 10 IoT Fall Creators Update release - ZDNet
Full Coverage

•

The wide use of the Internet of Things impacts the software development process
Customer Think
To succeed in the Internet of Things or IoT environment, creating the right development team is paramount. A
software development company should ...
Analysis: From IoT to IIoT and onwards to IIIoT - The Internet of Business (blog)
From 'super excited' to 'scared as hell': Why users are so divided over IoT privacy concerns - TechRepublic
Internet of Things, more present in our lives than we think - WebWire (press release)
Full Coverage

•

IoT, big data, and wearables combine to boost safety
ZDNet
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A startup called GuardHat Inc., with the help of LexisNexis HPCC Systems, has created an Internet of Things(IoT)
hardhat by that same name that ...

•

How to Deal With IoT Security Threats
CMSWire
drone with a camera in flight The IoT's reach is expanding at a more rapid pace than security measures. Here are
some tips to keep up PHOTO: ...
All you need to know about IoT Botnets [Q&A] - BetaNews
Full Coverage

•

Caterpillar is embracing the IoT to improve productivity
Business Insider
IoT devices around the world will produce 18 zetabytes (about 18 trillion gigabytes) annually as soon as next year,
according to Cisco. This volume of ...

•

Microsoft Outlines What's New in the Fall Creators Update for IoT
Petri.com
While it may not be in the headlines every single day, Microsoft is building out a presence in the IoT space and today
the company has outlined their ...

•

Cisco Aironet Developer Platform: a stealth IoT opportunity for developers
Network World
While there was no mention of IoT in the announcement, this is a stealth IoT opportunity. While Cisco's Kinetic and
Jasper IoT platforms reside in the ...

•

Telefonica launches 'The Thinx' project as IoT sales surge 30%
Telecompaper
Telefonica has announced the launch of an Internet of Things (IoT) focused initiative called The Thinx, described as
an open ecosystem for the ...

•

Global IoT Platform Provider Ayla Networks Announces $60 Million in Series D Financing
SYS-CON Media (press release)
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Ayla Networks, the global leader in Internet of Things (IoT) platform-as-a-service (PaaS), today announced that it
has raised $60 million in Series D ...
Global IoT Platform Provider Ayla Networks Announces $60 Million in Series D Financing - Business Wire (press
release)
Ayla Networks raises $60M in funding to simplify IoT projects - SiliconANGLE News (blog)
Full Coverage

WEB

•

IoT Platforms Market 2017 China Share, Trend, Segmentation and F
WNKY.com
Com Added New Market Research Report On -“IoT Platforms Market 2017 Manufacturers, Applications and Future
Demand Forecast to 2022”.

•

IoT Application Development Engineer - Co. Louth
IrishJobs.ie
Description. IoT Application Development Engineer – Co. Louth - D004869 Please hit the apply now button above
and Zuzana who is based in our ...

•

Job Description - IoT Delivery Manager (170008K6)
taleo.net
IoT Delivery Manager. “I want to make an impact locally and have an influence globally”. The Digital Services Unit
has the mission to provide Nestlé ...

•

Data center webinar "Smart devices and IOT" now OnDemand
ABB
2017-11-02 - Last week's webinar, "Smart devices and IOT change the way data centers operate" is now available to
view on-demand by logging into ...

•

Arrow joins IMC to support broad IoT offerings
IoT Now
The IoT M2M Council has announced that Arrow Electronics, one of the suppliers of electronic hardware, software,
and connectivity services for the ...

•

IoT Gateway Development Services
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Embitel
IoT Gateway Development Project: the Best Practices IoT Gateway, in addition to managing two way data transfer, is
responsible for compatibility, IoT ...

•

Compare ADDA Gatekeeper vs. Labeeb IoT
Software Comparisons - FinancesOnline.com
Our unique process provides you with an instant look at the general rating of ADDA Gatekeeper and Labeeb IoT. For
overall quality and performance, ...

•

Internet of Things (IoT)
AppDynamics
Get real-time visibility, diagnostics and analytics for Internet of Things (IoT) applications connecting any number of
devices.

•

CloudIoT: Convergence Services between the Cloud and IoT
Hindawi
CloudIoT: Convergence Services between the Cloud and IoT. Call for Papers. Cloud computing and Internet of
Things (IoT) are two very different ...

•

Analytics Powers the Internet of Things (IoT) for Connected Vehicles
SAS Video Portal
Connected vehicles are reshaping society's view of mobility and transportation. Such vehicles generate upwards of
25 gigabytes of data per hour.

2 days ago
NEWS

•

Machine Learning Crash Course, Part I: Supervised Machine Learning
IoT For All (blog)
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When you type 'machine learning' into Google News, the first link you see is a Forbes Magazine piece called “What's
The Difference Between ...

•

European businesses lack IoT strategies
TechRadar
The world's get more connected and we're all itching to roll out IoT devices – right? Well sort of. New research from
Zebra has revealed that European ...

•

The Conference Program at IoT Evolution Health Gives Practical Skills for Buying, Selling ...
IoT Evolution World (blog)
Powerful content explores the impact IoT solutions on enterprise-level healthcare, patient care, supply chain,
insurance and pharmaceutical ...

•

GE Digital Pivots Industrial IoT Sales Focus From Platform To IoT Apps -- And Looks To Partners
As ...
CRN
GE Digital has a resounding message for its channel partners as the company rejiggers its sales strategy around the
industrial Internet of Things ...

•

How Cisco drives its industrial IoT business forward
Network World
Industrial IoT development is complicated and slow growing. Cisco is seeing some success, though, thanks to
its IoT ecosystem of customers, partners ...

•

Ninety per cent of consumers lack confidence in IoT device security
Intelligent Transport (press release)
Research conducted by digital security firm Gemalto shows that 90% of consumers lack confidence in the security
of Internet of Things (IoT) devices, ...
IoT device goal is 'realistic': ARM - Taipei Times
9 in 10 lack confidence in IoT security, want government regulation, Gemalto finds - iTWire
Consumers lack confidence in IoT device security - SmallBusiness.co.uk
Full Coverage
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Arm TechCon Report on IoT, Automotive, and Security
Design and Reuse (press release) (blog)
None of them develop leaf nodes in the IoT market, yet they must anticipate the demands that third party
architectures put on their products. During the ...

•

MediaTek Shifts To IoT
EE Times
TAIPEI — MediaTek, which has seen its share of the smartphone business plummet during the past two years, is
turning to new products such as IoT ...

•

Market for IoT Lighting Solutions to Reach $4.5 Billion by 2026
Energy Manager Today
The market for Internet of Things (IoT) lighting solutions is expected to grow from $651.1 million in 2017 to $4.5
billion in 2026, according to Navigant ...

•

IoT, competition pressuring US operator ARPU
Mobile World Live
A greater volume of IoT products in US operators' device mix is putting added pressure on monthly customer
revenues. Chetan Sharma Consulting's ...
IoT starting to inch up in material impact for Verizon, AT&T, Sharma says - FierceWireless
Full Coverage

WEB

•

IoT Ag-Tech company Farmobile snaps $18.1M Series B
Postscapes
As the Agtech market heats up, IoT-based smart farming startups are battling for customers and investment dollars.
View our smart agriculture ...

•

Using IoT Explorer to Power Your Digital Transformation Projects
Appirio
Salesforce's long-fabled Internet of Things (IoT) platform has finally become generally available in the Winter '18
release! Get started with IoT Explorer:
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People are the point of IoT
IBM
When the IoT becomes a part of the fabric of our environment, it will serve all of us. The IoT, applied at scale, can
potentially decrease traffic and ...

•

Internet of Things (IoT) with Intel
SlideShare
An introductory session on Internet of Things (IoT) to understand how to extract more value from your connected
devices. During the session, we'll look ...

•

Notice: Certificate Updates for Watson IoT Platform
IBM
This blog post is providing notification to Watson IoT Platform customers about ...

•

RIPE 75: IoT & Routing Security
Internet Society
The IoT session aimed to build on the RIPE IoT Roundtable meeting that was held on 21 September 2017 in Leeds,
UK, and featured a presentation ...

•

Lantronix Settles Patent Enforcement Suit Against USR IOT
Lantronix
has settled the patent infringement lawsuit filed against Jinan USR IOT Technology, Limited. Lantronix filed the
lawsuit in July 2017, in the Southern ...

•

Will Komatsu And IoT Resolve Japan's Labor Shortage?
Digitalist Magazine
Komatsu and the companies that have supported Komatsu's previous IoT initiatives to connect construction sites –
NTT DOCOMO, SAP, and OPTiM ...
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IoT Barometer 2017
Vodafone.gr
IoT Barometer 2017. ... You are here: Business world › Why Vodafone › Ready Business › IoT Barometer
2017. IoTBarometer 2017. The content is not ...

•

Introducing Unique Apollo Lake Micro PC For IoT
Tiny Green PC
Discover Fitlet2, our new and unique Intel Micro PC powered by dual and quad core Apollo Lake processors for IoT,
real-time monitoring, CCTV ...

3 days ago
NEWS

•

EHNAC: Risk Assessments, IoT Security Crucial in Attack Mitigation
HealthITSecurity.com
In the wake of large-scale data breaches, healthcare must focus on its risk assessments, IoT security approach, and
business associate relationships.

•

AT&T Intros New Capabilities To Securely Connect To Amazon Web Services, A Boost For IoT ...
CRN
The mushrooming Internet of Things furthers that opportunity. AT&T is already capitalizing with its exclusive deal
with Cisco to resell the Jasper IoT ...

•

Connectivity options for the IoT
EDN.com (blog)
The wireless connectivity options for the Internet of Things (IoT) are numerous and varied. That there are so many
options is in part a function of the ...

•

Cypress (CY) Q3 Earnings Beat on Strong Auto & IoT Growth
Nasdaq
Notably, MCD includes Microcontroller and PSoC product lines of the former Programmable Systems Division,
Wireless Connectivity/IoT and USB ...

•

DevOps issues multiply in IoT environments
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TechTarget (blog)
It is the Internet of Things, but with an enterprise angle. ... It dawned on me that the processes
thwarting IoTprogress could be boiled down to a simple ...

•

Bright Lights. Smart City. San Diego's pioneering IoT platform
Diginomica
In the age of Smart Cities the Internet of Things (IoT) and digitally-connected infrastructure provides first responders
access to real-time sensor data.

•

Mastercard to Keep Up Momentum With Masterpass, Blockchain, IoT
bankinnovation.net
EXCLUSIVE— Masterpass, blockchain, and the Internet of Things are three of the largest areas Mastercard will be
focusing on to keep up the pace of ...

•

IoT Evolution Expo Gives Real Projections and Explores the Real Value of IoT
IoT Evolution World (blog)
Trumbull, CT – October 31, 2017 – TMC and Crossfire Media today announced a special panel discussion, Analyze
This at IoT Evolution Conference ...

•

IoT Applications is New Category at Taipei Cycle d&i Awards
Bike Europe
An all new category is 'IoT applications in cycling' which includes mobile devices, wearable devices, Bluetooth
devices, cloud systems and service ...

•

Vodafone India witnessing 180% growth in IoT customers
Moneycontrol.com
British telecom giant Vodafone today said it is witnessing up to 180 per cent growth in SIM cards used for internet of
things (IoT) devices in the country ...
WEB

•

IoT 201: Building skills in IoT development
IBM
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Continue building your skills in developing IoT solutions with this developerWorks next-steps developer
guide. IoT 201 is for application developers ...

•

Dimension Data Veteran Chris Wolff Joins Dell To Accelerate The IoT Channel Charge
Women Of The Channel - CRN
Chris Wolff has joined Dell as head of Global OEM and IoT partnerships to help the company develop its IoTstrategy,
according to her LinkedIn profile.

•

IoT for Building Automation & Controlling with MosChip's SmarttMesh Network
MosChip
IoT plays an important role in Energy Saving. Read how MosChip's SmarttMesh Technology not only delivers energy
saving but also contribute in ...

•

The State of IoT Security
Gemalto
The rise of IoT is driving increasing concern about cyber-attack threats at home and work. Gemalto partnered with
leading independent market ...

•

IoT
Ogilvy
Meet the brave new world of 2017 where a device that you plug into your home is listening to everything you say and
streaming instructions to and ...

•

Understanding how IoT changes everything—and nothing
Microsoft
The IoT use case allows us to consider each type of device that is generating data, make better decisions on what
protections are needed around that ...

•

octoblu/connector-websocket-to-azure-iot
GitHub
connector-websocket-to-azure-iot - It takes websocket data and transforms it magically into Azure IOTmessages.

•

Channel Partner Marketing Manager – OEM & IoT Solutions
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Jobs at Dell
Learn more about applying for Channel Partner Marketing Manager – OEM & IoT Solutions at Dell.

•

Intel Global IoT DevFest
Northwestern Polytechnic University
Sponsored by Intel : The Global IoT DevFest provides industry thought leaders, innovators, developers, and
enthusiasts worldwide a platform to share ...

•

India Innovates Around IoT
CMO.com
The internet of things (IoT) is emerging as India's next trillion-dollar industry, enabling exponential innovation, mass
disruption, and speedy digital ...

4 days ago
NEWS

•

ABB: IoT moves from business case to business benefits
The Internet of Business (blog)
In an exclusive interview with Internet of Business, ABB chief digital officer Guido Jouret describes a
maturing IoT where business benefits and return ...

•

Lieu, Markey introduce Cyber Shield Act of 2017 for IoT devices
SC Magazine
A new bill designed to identify, verify, and label compliant Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices with strong cybersecurity
standards has been introduced by ...

•

Dell Technologies Reveals New IoT Vision and Strategy
Database Trends and Applications
Dell Technologies is embarking on a new Internet of Things (IoT) vision and strategy, creating a new IoT division as
well as new IoT specific products, ...

•

IoT Investments Go Wider and Are Paying Off
RTInsights (press release) (blog)
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Investments in the Internet of Things continue to explode and those IoT investments are starting to show results.
reNot only is IoT adoption spreading ...
Federal IoT: Where Innovation and Cyber Risks Collide - MeriTalk (blog)
Internet of things definitions: A handy guide to essential IoT terms - Network World
How Devicification Can Transform Consumables - IoT For All (blog)
Full Coverage

•

Using Customer IoT Data to Improve Products
DesignNews
As companies figure out how to manage IoT data, how to store it, and how to analyze it, it's becoming clear that data
coming back from customer usage ...

•

The Myriad X: Intel's Internet of Things Device Strategy
Market Realist
Many analysts have stated that ARM and Qualcomm are better positioned than Intel to tap IoT (Internet of Things)
devices, which require low-power ...

•

China Telecom Partners Bridge Alliance to Offer Regional M2M/IoT Services
Marketwired (press release)
HONG KONG, CHINA--(Marketwired - Oct 30, 2017) - China Telecom signed an IoT business partnership agreement
with Bridge Alliance, enabling ...

•

GTX Corp. Continues to Expand Its IoT Reach in the Military Sector
Equities.com
The advent of the Internet of Things (IoT) is vastly changing our capabilities when it comes to safety and
security. IoT solutions are already being ...

•

Intel IoT Group's revenue hits record
Markets Insider
Intel reported that its IoT Group had generated record revenue in Q3 2017 during its earnings presentation held last
week. The group's quarterly ...

•

[Guest Report] Samsung unveils vision for an open IoT system
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Korea JoongAng Daily
The company announced it would unify its IoT services under SmartThings, unveiled Bixby 2.0 with a software
development kit and vowed to advance ...
WEB

•

IoT Market in Product Lifecycle and Asset Management 2017 Global
KRBK
IoT Market in Product Lifecycle and Asset Management 2017. IoT is defined as a network that connects all the
devices related to the industry, such as ...

•

IoT enablement architect
Airbus
IoT enablement architect. Airbus Defence & Space Getafe (ex Airbus Military). Airbus is a global leader in
aeronautics, space and related services.

•

Directed IoT
Crunchbase
Directed IoT is a Div. of B2 Group Specializing in Strategy, Consulting & Projects within IoT (Internet of Things).

•

IoT through collaboration can reduce operational costs and improve efficiency
Huawei
The Internet of Things (IoT) is not just a technology but also new commercial ecosystem. Before it is applied to a
vertical industry, the product and ...

•

IoT inspired smart warehouses are reinventing inventory management
IoT Now
Leveraging Internet of Things (IoT) and the latest supply chain management technologies, a “smart warehouse” can
now boost productivity, efficiency ...

•

A new botnet discovered using IoT drawing pads for reflection attacks
Darktrace
Earlier this year, Darktrace detected a new botnet engaged in a large-scale reflection and amplification attack
targeting organizations around the world ...
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DDoS 공격에 점차 더 많이 사용되는 IoT 디바이스
Symantec

•

CONNECTIONS™ Europe
GlobeNewswire - Nasdaq
CONNECTIONS™ Europe: IoT and the Connected Consumer to focus on smart home partnerships, sales
channels, IoT technologies, consumer ...

•

LoRa technology is driving IoT adoption, changing lives
IoT Now
The most pressing challenges for Internet of Things (IoT) are interoperability of various networks, security for billions
of sensors and the data they ...

•

Huawei Partners with Nextek and Quectel to Drive IoT Expansion in the Middle East
Huawei
Huawei signed an agreement with two global companies to promote the growth of the Internet of Things (IoT) and
build a IoT ecosystem in the Middle ...

5 days ago
NEWS

•

3 Essentials Of Every Digital Journey: Cloud, Data, And People
Forbes
The survey finds emerging interest in several data-intensive waves, including artificial intelligence, the Internet of
Things and blockchain (which the ...

•

RIP Teaforia, the $1000 IoT tea-infuser
Boing Boing
In 2016, Teaforia raised $12,000,000 in venture capital to manufacture a $1,000 tea infuser that combined
proprietary, DRM-encumbered tea pods ...

•

With the advancements in Cyber Security, Hackers and DDoS are more Prevalent than ever
Techworm (blog)
These attacks were carried out using the Mirai botnet that exploited Internet-of-Things devices such as cameras
and similar connected devices to ...
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AWM Investment Company Inc. Purchases New Stake in Adesto Technologies Corporation (IOTS)
StockNewsTimes
AWM Investment Company Inc. purchased a new stake in shares of Adesto Technologies Corporation
(NASDAQ:IOTS) during the second quarter, ...

•

Schneider Electric, Cisco hold event to drive Kingdom's digital transformation
Saudi Gazette
SCHNEIDER Electric, the global specialist in energy management and automation, and Cisco, a worldwide
technology leader, hosted the “Digital ...

•

Vodafone India may launch narrowband IoT network for businesses: Nick Gliddon, Director
ETTelecom.com
NEW DELHI: Vodafone may launch its narrowband Internet of Things (NB-IoT) network for businesses in the
country to grow its enterprise division.

•

Financial Comparison: Harris Corporation (HRS) vs. Sierra Wireless (SWIR)
The Ledger Gazette
Sierra Wireless, Inc. is engaged in building the Internet of Things (IoT) with wireless solutions for organizations. The
Company's OEM Solution ...

•

Chip Stocks to Profit From Your Hyperconnected Life
TheStreet.com
But it's far from a mobile and IoT pure-play: The company also depends heavily on sales of chips and components
going into servers, storage arrays ...

•

RECon 2017 highlights challenges faced by retailers in region
Khaleej Times
Asked if the Internet of Things (IoT) has the ability to improve customer experiences, Macadam replied that cloud
computing may help to facilitate IoT ...

•

Israel's Grove Ventures Raises $110 Million
NoCamels - Israeli Innovation News (press release) (blog)
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The firm, run by the inventor of the USB Dov Moran, invests in early-stage Israeli startups with a focus on
groundbreaking technology in IoT, Cloud and ...
WEB

•

IoT Platform Operations Support
Aero Industry Jobs
Description IoT Platform Operations Support Innovate to solve the world's most important challenges. Bringing your
passion for Systems Administration ...

•

IoT - Parent IoT Alerts workflow
Microsoft Docs
Links potential redundant IoT alerts to an existing parent alert.

•

IoT Pillbox
Hackster.io
The IoT Pillbox should. By Visual and Audible Reminder, notify to take a pill. Should be able to tell which pills to take.
Notifications should be ...

•

Mac Sierra High -- IoT in hell
Particle Community
Apple without Steve Jobs. Does anyone have problem with Mac Sierra High? Once you format it and install new mac
OS. It drives you crazy such as ...

•

Cloud Software Front End Engineer
Aero Industry Jobs
Description Cloud Software Front End Engineer - IoT Platform Join the industry leader to design the next generation
of breakthroughs. Honeywell is ...

6 days ago
NEWS

•

UAE- TRA, RIPE NCC successfully conclude RIPE 75 meeting
MENAFN.COM
... analysis and tools (MAT), open source, RIPE NCC Services, DNS and routers, as well as an Internet of
Things(IoT) session, tutorials and workshops ...
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Know the current Market Scenario of the Global Internet Of Things Security Market by ...
MilTech
IoT security (Internet of Things security) IoT security is the area of endeavor concerned with safeguarding
connected devices and networks in the ...
Internet Of Things (IoT) Software Industry: How the Market has witnessed Substantial Growth in ... - MilTech
Technological advancement in communication sector is envisioned to bolster the growth of internet ... - WhaTech
Have Internet-connected devices? Here's what you should know about 'smart firewalls' - AZCentral.com
Full Coverage

•

Smart Dubai signs agreements with government entities
gulfnews.com
It also implements the instructions of Shaikh Hamdan Bin Mohammad to issue the Dubai Digital Certificates and
implement the Dubai IoT Strategy, ...

•

Strong Growth and Weak Guidance for Fortinet
Madison.com
We expect that the expanding cloud security market, and the future of securing critical infrastructure
and IoTtechnologies, will enable Fortinet to ...

•

NXP Semiconductors NV (NXPI) vs. CEVA (CEVA) Financial Contrast
TrueBlueTribune
... industrial and Internet of things (IoT). The Company operates in the segment of licensing of intellectual property
to semiconductor companies and ...

•

Aviation IoT Market is anticipated to grow rapidly and will grow at a CAGR of +18% during the ...
MilTech
IoT is a network of physical devices, sensors, and various machines incorporated into objects and connected to the
Internet for effective ...

•

Going to Japan? Check in and pay with a tap of the finger
South China Morning Post
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It is part of the ministry's “infrastructure improvement projects to create new business for IoT promotion”. The projects
aim to encourage the use of ...

•

Keeping Hikers Safe, The IoT Way
Udaipur Kiran
IoT devices are great to use with a map to find locations, they are multi-functional computer devices with features like
mark waypoints, route tracking, ...

•

Filipino phone maker rises
The Standard
Balderrama says this early, Star is also exploring Internet of Things including appliance products that consumers at
home can benefit from in the future ...

•

IoT Platforms Market Supply-Demand, Industry Research and End User Analysis, Outlook 2022
MilTech
The research report on worldwide IoT Platforms market provides an extensive analysis of current market
size, IoT Platforms trends, drivers, challenges, ...
WEB

•

IoT Fleet Management—Case Study
Cognizant
The flexible, easy-to-configure framework monitors vehicle performance in real-time, to better protect investments
and manage fleet needs. See more.

•

IoT on Wheels Design Challenge
element14 Community
Read about 'Traffic Predictor #8 - Predicting the best route to avoid traffic [Part 1 of 2]' on element14.com. Week 8 Oct 23 - 29 It's almost time to hit the ...

•

Editorial on Sensors for IoT Applications
MedCrave
Editorial on Sensors for IoT Applications. Submit Manuscript | http://medcraveonline.com aims to connect everyday
'things' and to enable them to inter-.
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Java, Unix/Linux, IoT
CyberCoders
More Than 5 Years of experience and knowledge of: - Java Developer - Unix/Linux - C++ - Web Services - Agile Object-oriented Programming - IoT ...

•

IoT Gatway PCB Carrier Board
Upwork
We are designing a production ready IoT gateway with Z Wave, possibly Zigbee, Wifi, ethernet and 4G LTE/GSM
module for communication.

•

Techzilla
IBM
IoT is the latest fad for technology enthusiasts out there. Being connected to everything at all times is everyone's
dream come true. But as lucrative as ...

•

IOT on Wheels Design Challenge - Smart Drive
element14 Community
X-NUCLEO-IKS01A2 This is my 4th blog post for the "IoT on Wheels Design Challenge. I've explored MQTT
connectivity over WiFi and sensor.

•

AI for Open Source Management, IoT Time Bombs, Ready for GDPR?
Black Duck Blog - Black Duck Software
Open Source Insight on Equifax security, AI for open source management; the IoT security time bomb; Black Duck
FLIGHT 2017 legal track, ...

•

Industry Innovation Technologist
VMware Careers
The Industry Innovation Technologist for IoT will guide VMware's global accounts through the journey to operate as a
digital business, focused on the ...

•

Custom JSON formatting that supports Azure IoT Hub Endpoint routing
Particle Community

Utah SEO Ninja LLC

IoT News

11.3.17

I am attempting to use a Particle Azure IoT Hub integration to send the following Custom JSON to a Azure IoTHub
and have the message routed to a ...
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